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FOREWORD 
THE American Council on Soviet Relations, founded in 1938 
to further cooperation between the United States and the Soviet 
Union, believes that understanding of the U. S. S. R. in the - 
present world crisis will be advanced by this study summarizing 
the ten chief differences between Soviet Russia and Nazi Ger- 
many. A similar study was first prepared by Dr.-Corliss La- 
mont in the summer of 1939 and was circulated to some extent 
at that time. He has now re-written it in the light of events over 
the past two years. The brevity and form of Dr. Lamont's essay 
show that it is not meant, of course, to be all-inclusive, but rather 
to serve as a stimulus and guide to investigation of the entire 
subject. 

The American Council feels that it is appropriate to use as an 
introduction for this pamphlet the address which Dr. Lamont 
delivered in Madison Square Garden, N& York City, on July 
12, 1941, as Chairman of the Council's mass meeting on behalf 
of American-Soviet cooperation to defeat Hitler. 



Note on the Third Edition 

Subsequent to the first publication of this pamphlet in August, 
1941, the Soviet army and #he Soviet people, wigh magnificent 
courage and still, carried through their mighty counteraffen- 

, 

siue against the Nazis in the winter of 194142 and held o# H&r 
for a second summer a$ Sralingrad and in the Caucasus. During 
this same phod the United States, following the Iapanese a ~ k  
on PearZ H~rbor, entered the war against the Axis powers and- 
sent iL armed forces. to fight the Fascist foe in many diflerent. . 

parts of the .cud.- These developments in the great wwld crisis 
of our pime have nec:e&ated a few changes in rAis pamphlet, but 

- it remaim substtanp'd-Iy th sme.  And the need of the Americqn 

' , people ufiderdtdnd fz#y - th& So~iet  a& has become even 
rnm imperuti~e. 

P 
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INTRODUCTION 
THIS ga&ering here tonight under +e auspices of the Ameri- 
can Council on Soviet Relations is, I believe, one of the most 
significant meetings that has ever been held i n  the long history 
of Madison. Square Garden. We are assembled together this 
evening because finally and unmistakably the American people, 
of every political, and religious affiliation, are face to face with 
the greatest issue of these times: whether or not Adolf Hitler 
and his Nazi mechanical men will succeed in enslaving the peo- 
ples of the earth under the horror of fascist dictatorship. You 
know what the answer is; you know 'that the answer is a hun- 
dred-times, a thousand-times* NO. And in giving this emphatic 
NO, we in this great hall tonight express the sentiments of at 
least 90 per cent of the American people. We need no Gallup 
polls to tell us that. 

The ferocious Nazi attack upon the Soviet Union brings home 
to us in the United States more than ever before the full meaning 
of Hitler and Hitlerism. As long as the Soviet Union was able to ' 
maintain its neutrality, to keep on developing in peace and plenty 
its new socialist society, there remained an immense and power- 
ful country, stretching far over both Europe and Asia, that stood 
outside this terrible war as a beacon of light and hope for the 
stricken nations of the world. But if Soviet Russia itself is now 
overcome by the Nazi onslaught, the greatest bulwark against - 

fascism on the continents of Europe and Asia goes down. And 
that will be one of the most evil days that ever fell upon man- 
kind. This must not, this cannot, this shall not happen. 

For us in America the issue is clear. We cannot afford to see 
Hitler's brutalitarians conquer the U. S. S. R. Wher. a great 
nation of almost 200 million people enters a great war, naturally 
the situation changes to a great extent. And when this nation 
happens to be the Soviet Union, with its record of progress and 
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Molotov, has exprased its- satisfaction with the steps being taken. 
In supporting the Soviet Union in this tremendous ordeal, 

there is no need for any American to suppft  the particular eco- 

nomic and political system that exists in the U. S. S. R. In this 
huge arena tonight there are men and women of varying politicel 
persuasion, of varying religious kith,. of varying national and 
racial origin. The end upon which we all unite is that we want 
to stop Hitler and smash Hitler, now and forever. Even those 
of us who have been frankly sympathetic to the Soviet Union 
have never claimed that it is a Utopia. Certainly it has made 
its mistakes. 

Yes, there are plenty of things to criticize about Soviet social- 
ism. But those things are irrelevant to the great issue that is 
before us. Russia is fighting the Nazis; Russia provides the man- 
power and the continental base for defeating the Nazis; ~usGa's 
fight is everyone's fight who wishes the fascist scourge wiped 
from the face of the earth. And if Americans at this critical 
moment let themselves be confused by talk abbut the menace 
of communism and the wickedness of Joseph Stalin, they will 
be playing Hitler's game. For one of his big reasons in invad- 
ing Russia was precisely to try and split public opinion in Eng- 
land and the United States and to bring about another Munich 
appeasement settlement at the expense of the U. S. S. R. The 
Munich conference resulted disastrously for the Western democ- 
racies. And these democracies must not again fall for Hitler's 
vicious propaganda, though it is already being peddled about 
by certain American newspapers and certain American political 
leaders. 

a There are, in addition, a few points about the Soviet Union 
' -.- "itself that ought to be made dear. First and foremost, the Soviet 

Union is and has been, since Mussolini seized the government of 
Italy back in 1922, fundamentally and consistently anti-Fascist 
and anti-Nazi. Soviet Russia has made numerous treaties and 



nonaggression pacts .for good and sufficient reasons which I 
shall not attempt to review here. But it has always remained o p  
posed to fascism in its every variety, whether Italian .or German 

Spaaish or Japanese or French .or any other kind. However, 
the Russians know what we all know-that every form of fascism 
is today dependent, directly or indirectly, on the continued exist- 
ence and strength of German Nazism. So the all-important ' 
battle is against Hitler, who has rqched the climb of his attempt 
at world dominion in his -all-important battle against the Soviets. 

These various considerations show how false and malicious is 
the charge that Soviet socialism and fascism are essentially the 
same. In fact, these two systems a* at opposite poles. Here again 
is a thqme that this American Council on Soviet Relations has 
been pounding away on for years. Like all those who have tried 
to spread the truth about Soviet,Russia during recent times, we 
have taken something of a beating at the hands of a hostile 
press and a doubting public. Now life itself comes t o  prove us 
right. And I promise you that no matter what the future holds 
in store, no matter what the shifts may be in public opinion, 
this organization will continue to tell the truth about the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics. That is our job and that is our 
pledge. 

I have'myself travelled through that beautiful and' abundant 
Soviet land that is now the scene of terrific and titanic combat 

. . 

between millions of soldiers and tanks and airplanes. Let ine try- 
to tell you something of what the Soviet Union is like by read- 
ing the "Song of the Motherland" that is so popular among the 
Soviet people : 

Like the opulent Volga, 
Everywhere our life f Iom free and broad- 
Our rratzbe land i s  vast; 
She h u  many f o r ~ s i s ,  fields and riu-er~. - 

I know of no other couatiy where men can breiaihe so fieily. 

6 
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Our proudest and dearest word is Comrade. 
We are friends of all races; 
Everywhere we are at home. 
The word Comrade has swept away the bar- between b l ~ k  

( 

and white; 
We have dear friends in aU the world. 

How vast is out native land! 
Its fields no eye can contain; 
You cannot remember all our cities. 
For youth aU roads are open; 
And the aged are respected. 
All are welcome to our. table- 
Humanity is master in our great motherland. 

In golden letters'we have metten our Conztitution. 
The glory of i ts law no years ruiU m e ;  
Man will always have the right to learn, to work, to rest. 

Yes, a spring breeze blows across our great land. 
Each day life grows more joyful with us. 
Who knows be- than we'how to laugh and to love? 

L 

Yet -if an enemy s h o d  think t o  attack us, let him beware. - 
Sternly will we answer him; 
We  are h a y 5  ready to errrush him. 
We  love our country like Q hide- . 

We will guard her like a mother. 

Yes, let the Nazi enemy beware. And let those gentlemen ' 

in our own country, some of them pro-Hitler, some just ignorant, 
who keep harping on the alleged weakness of the Soviet Union 
and predicting its collapse within three weeks-let them be care- 
ful of the bets they make. Russia, almost three times the size of 



china, is a f i c u l t  country to conquer. Armies that invade it 
find it easier to get in than to get out. However, I do not think 
myself that the campaign of Napoleon is going to be repeated. 
For Hitler will never get as far as Moscow.. 

With the active cooperation of Britain and America, with the 
help and h& of all the free peoples of the earth, we know that 
the Soviet people will not fail. There-will be disappointments; 
thue will be defeats; there may be a war of long duration. But 
the Soviets will never yield. They will fight on their plains, they 
will fight in their mountains, they will fight a h g  their rivers, 
their lakes and their seas, till the trampling march of Nazi power 
dies away into the silence of history. 



THE .CONTRASTS 



r .  The Ideal o f  International. Peace 
and Cooperation 

SOVIET RUSSIA 

IN the early dawn of June 22, 1941, Nazi Germany brought the 
prescnt agony of humanity to a new climax by launching its un- 
provoked attack upon the Soviet Union. And the U. S. S. R. 
found itself, against its repeatedly expressed will, plunged into 
that World War which for years it did its best to prevent. 

All through the pre-war period of fascist' aggression Soviet 
Russia supported the principle, supposedly embodied in the 
League of Nations, that peace is indivisible and can be pre- 
served only through genuine collective security, that is, a band- 
ing together of the peace-loving nations in their overwhelming 
might and in uncompromising readiness to invoke economic, 
and, in case of necessity, military sanctions against aggressors. 
In addition, the Soviet Government fought strenuously for real 
disarmament at Geneva and made continued efforts to build up 
friendly diplomatic and trade relations with all countries that 
would reciprocate. 

Soviet Russia was foremost in carrying out its obligations, 
in the spirit of the League covenant, toward the victims of fas- 
cist aggression. It strongly advocated complete sanctions against 
Italy in the Ethiopian war. It was the one country that consis- 
tently supported the Spanish Loyalists in their struggle against 
Fascist-Nazi invasion, exposing the farce of "non-intervention" 
and sending material aid of all- sorts. And since 1937, and con- 
tinuing now despite its life-anddeath ordeal in the West, the 
U. S. S. R. has been the chief supporter of the Chinese Republic 
in the way of economy and military supplies. With the increas- 



I. Permatzerztty Geared +to  War- 
and Conpzust 

NAZI GERMANY 

THE primary objective of Nazi Germany in international affairs 
is the conquest of new territories and outright world domination 
through the means of treacherous diplomacy and aggressive 
war. As Adolf Hitler himself says in Mein Karnpf: "The ideas 
of pacifism and humanity may be quite after the supreme 
race has conquered the world in such a way as makes him its 
exclusive master." In Hitler's mind of course this "supreme 
race" is none other than the Germans, whose all-time supreme 
representative he considers himself to be. 

The Nazi Government tears up treaties whenever convenient. 
Thus it treated as scraps of paper its obligations under the 
Versailles Treaty, the League of Nations and the Kellogg 
Peace Pact. Through the tactic of blackmail and brigandage it 
seized Austria, the Sudetenland, the remainder of Czechoslo- 
vakia and Memel. It openly collaborated with Mussolini in 
the invasion and overthrow of Loyalist Spain. It annulled its 
gaval treaty with Great Britain. And it violated through ruth- 
less military assault the non-aggression pacts with Poland and 
the Soviet Union. 

Hitler's partners in crime have followed the same sort of 
policy. Fascist Italy invaded Ethiopia in 1935, led the attack on 
Spain from 1936 to 1939, sacked Albania in the spring of 1939 
and stabbed Franc% and England in the back in the summer of 
1940. In the Far ~ i s t  ~ a ~ a b  started the original fascist offensive 
against world peace by its Manchurian adventure in 1931,pro- 
ceeded to outright war against the whole of China beginning 



SOVIET RUSSIA 

ing boldness of the Pascist states and the increasing inactivity of 
the League, the Soviet Government concluded mutual assistance 
pacts with France, Czechoslovakia and the Mongolian People's 
Republic. 

The fact is that all during this time the appeasement govern- 
ments of Britain and France, ably assisted by reactionary circles 

' in the United States, sabotaged collective security and succes- 
sively sold out Spain, China, Austria, and Czechoslovakia. The 
Soviet Union repeatedly called for conferences of the anti-aggres- 
sor countries to take definite and effective measures to hak Hit- 
ler, but was .consistently rebuffed. Even in the spring of 1938, 
after the Nazis had seized all of Czechoslovakia, Prime Minister 
Chamberlain dismissed the Soviet appeal for a conference as 
66 premature." Nevertheless, the U. S. S. R. continued to make 
sincere but futile attempts to work out a genuine peace front 
with the French and English governments, which on their part 
sought to the very end to solve their problems by letting Hitler 
expand eastward at the expense of the Soviets. 

Had Prime Minister Churchill and his group been in control 
of the British Government, it is probable that a solid peace 
front against Nazi aggression would have been formed. As it 
was, the Russians finally felt that the situation had become hope- 
less and, in order to protect themselves, signed the non-aggres 
sion pact with Germany toward the end of August, 1939. For 
nearly two years after the European war had ,broken out the 
Soviet Union maintained its neutrality and followed a foreign 
policy that was both independent and dynamic. 

The U. S. S. R. constantly tried to limit the spread of the war 
and at the same time steadily improved its defensive position in 
the West. The White Russian and Ukrainian portions of Pa 
land, the Baltic states, Bessarabia and a part of Finland became 
incorporated into the. Soviet Union. This extension of the Soviet 
boundaries constituted a real strategic defeat for the Nazis in the 

.- 



NAZI GERMANY 

with 1937 and brought its infamies to a climax by its onslaught 
in December of 1941 against the United States, the .Dutch East 
Indies and the British Commonwealth of Nations. The Japanese 
fascists, who have brought ruin to vast sections of China and 
slaughter to millions of Chinese, now threaten the life and liberty 
of all the free peoples in the region 'of the Pacific and Indian 
Oceans. . 

Unhappily, up until the outbreak of the Second World War 
in the fall of 1939, the western democracies of England, France 
and the United States actually aided and abetted fascist aggres 
sion through the policy of appeasement. This method of meet- 
ing the Axis menace reached its culmination in the fatal Mu- 
nich settlement of September, 1938. The appeasers were moti- 
vated by the hope that the fascist juggernaut, in both West 
and East, would turn itself against Soviet socialism; and by the 
fear that a stern stand against Hitler and Mussolini might 
weaken the fascist regimes and bring into power genuinely 
democratic and anti-imperialist people's governments in Europe 
and perhaps in some of the colonial areas. Though the com- 
plete failure of appeasement became manifest with the catas- 
trophe of a general war, the democracies continued even after 
that time to follow this policy toward fascist Spain and Japan. 

The entire economy of Nazi Germany and the other fascist 
states is geared to the production of ever vaster armaments and 
the practice of ever more brutal aggression. With the growing 
impoverishment of their peoples and the increasing economic 
strains at home, the fascist governments have tried to ease do- 
mestic pressures through outward expansion and to divert the 
attention of their restive populations by means of foreign ag- 
grandizement played up as a noble and glamorous adventure. 

The fascist leaders frankly give praise to war as one of the 
finer things of life. Hitler asserts that "in eternal struggle hu- . . 
manity has grown to greatness; in eternal peace it will go down 



- - 
fiast and, among other things, reacted favorably on the Bi 
defense &rt by keeping the German General Staff nervous 

it to maintab well over a million troops, together 
lurs'qmimtitia of military equipment, along 

- Whur the Nazis attaiked in the summer of 1941, these - 

&yi& ieiritaries functioned as a, very necessary. and succes 
- b.&. againdFthe first surprise onslaught. The Finnish Go 

- ; &&At demomtrated iti natural &hity for fascism by lining 
with Hitler. But the Finnish and Nazi troops found' that Leni 
grad was'75 mi& away boa' the frontier instead of a mere 
-miles, as. before the Sovkt-Finnish war of 19394. ' 
. Whena the Second World War comes to an end the Sovi 

' Union can be depended upon to help establish permanent 
The U. S. S. R, wants to proceed with its great Five-Year p 
and the building of socialism. ' Its planned 
cut away the emnomic roots of war; and 
of the ,country has no need for the stimul 
Armageddon. As a Socialist Republic Soviet Russia has always 
~ a o d  for -&e ideal - of a peidd ,  international order in which- 

- thue is fulf-equality and danocracy .kween the different rack 
'and nations, and in which all mankind enjdys an abundant life 

- of freedom1 happiness- and upon this earth. 



NAU GERMANY 

to destruction." Mussolini states: "War is to man what mater- 
nity is to woman. We reject the absurdity of eternal peace, 
which is foreign to our creed and temperament." His son Vit- 
torio calls war "the most complete and beautiful of all sports." 
There cannot be the slightest doubt that fascism intends war, 
wages war, is war. 

No one can deny that the fascist nations, under the leader- 
ship of Nazi Germany, have been eminently successful in dem- 
onstrating to mankind exactly how beautiful and glorious and 
sporting is modern war, both in its bblitztrieg and other forms. 

Adolf Hitler and his various henchmen in foreign lands 
have transformed the pleasant and plentiful continent of Eu- 
rope into an appalling combination of slaughter-house and cem- 
etery, prison and desert. All the Nazi-ruled peoples of Europe, 
including the Germans themselves, are quite literally prisoners 
of war, held in chains by ruthless jailers, cruelly beaten by the 
inhuman Gestapo, starved and half-starved, dying in multi- 
tudes from disease and malnutrition, pushed down further and 
further into the dirt and mire of a civilization in ruins. 

On the other side of the world, in China and the Far East in 
general, the Japanese fascists have likewise done their brutal best 
in depopulating the earth and holding high the banner of barbarism. 



2. A Free Brotherhood of Peoples 

SOVIET RUSSIA 

ONE week after Lenin and the Communists took power in 
1917, the Soviet Government issued a decree proclaiming equal- 
ity and free development for all distinct national and racial 
groups within the confines of the U. S. S. R. This has been the 
Soviet policy ever since. And equal rights for the different na- 
tionalities and races of the U. S. S. R. was re-asserted as "an irre- 
vocable law" in the new Soviet Constitution of 1936. 

This Constitution states: "Any direct or indirect limitations of 
these rights, or conversely, any establishment of direct or indi- 
rect privileges for citizens on account of their race or nation- 
ality, as well as any propagation of racial or national exclu- 
siveness or hatred and contempt, shall be punishable by law." 
The Supreme Congress of the country has a Soviet of Nation- 
alities equal in all respects to the other legislative chamber. 

There can be no doubt that the constitutional provisions on 
racial and national equality, exactly reversing the old tsarist 
policies, have already been fully actualized in the life of the 
U. S. S. R. The many different minority groups, their eco- 
nomic antagonisms ended because of the security and well-being 
guaranteed by socialism, now live in happiness and harmony, 
each with its own language, its own schools and its own institu- 
tions in general. The result has been a veritable renaissance of 
minority arts and cultures in Russia along the lines of the gen- 
eral principle "national in form and socialist in content." 

The Soviet attitude toward the Jews is particularly striking 
in the light of the long history of discriminations, indignities - 
and pogroms to which they were subiect in tsarist times. Today 



NAZI GERMANY 

THE subordination and persecution of national and racial 
minorities is a fundamental and intrinsic part of the Nazi pro- 
gram and philosophy. The treatment of the Jews in Hitler's 
Germany is of course the outstanding example. In their anti- 
Semitic excesses the Nazis have outdone even the Russian tsars. 
German Jews today, solely on the grounds of racial origin, have 
been denied by law the most elementary political, economic 
and social rights; they have been degraded, segregated, exiled, 
boycotted, robbed, imprisoned and killed in cold blood. 

As a domestic policy the official inculcation and carrying 
through of racial chauvinism in Germany aims to deflect into a 
blind alley the growing unrest of the people over their eco- 
nomic and other difliculties. At the same time the stirring up 
of racial animosities abroad weakens unity against Nazi ag- 
gression and sows the fatal seeds of fascism in other lands. 

The Nazi racist doctrines, as contrary to scientific truth as 
to moral principle, go far beyond legitimate national pride in 
the historical achievements of the German people and glorify 
the pure "Aryan" Germans as the chosen of the earth, superior 
to all other peoples and therefore rightfGlly entitled to rule the 
globe. The foundation-stone of Nazi politics, ethics and biol- 
ogy is a colossal conceit unmatched in all history. 

Thus the concept of the brotherhood of man and the equality 
of nations can have no possible place in the Nazi philosophy. 
It is not just Jews who are held in contempt. At the 1936 Olym- 
pic Games Nazi officials accused America of bad sportsmanship 
for entering "fleet-footed animals,'' that is, Negroes, in the races. 



SOVIET RUSSIA 

anti-Semitism is not only officially a crime, but has become praG 
tically non-existent. 

Everywhere in the Soviet Union Jews are living on term 
of security and equality with their fellowcitizens. And thi 
Soviet Government has established the special Autonomous R& 
gions of Biro-Bidjan, where all Jews who so wish may make 
their home ;tnd freely develop their own economy and culture. 

An essential part of Soviet policy toward its minorities has 
been special emphasis on their economic development which is 
recognized as the necessary basis for full cultural development. 
Accordingly, during. the Five-Year Plans, economic progress in 
the outlying republics such as those of Armenia and Georgia 
and Kazakhstan has been much greater than in the U. S. S. R. 
taken as a whole. 

Unquestionably the Soviet spirit of racial equality and freedom, 
recently re-asserted by Premier Stalin himsew, has been a most 
potent factor in the united and unshakable morale of the peoples 
of the U.S.S.R. in withstanding the Nazis. 



NMI GERMANY 

The subject Czechs, Poles, Belgians, Dutch, ~rench,  Yugoslavs 
and other conquered peoples in Hitler's "new order" are looked 
down upon as degenerate and treated as serfs under a regime 
of terror. And the Nazis regard as inferior not only their 
enemies like the English, ~ussians and Americans, but also 
Germany's allies such as the Italians, Rumanians and Japanese; 

In contrast with the Soviet policy of stimulating all-round 
cultural and economic development among all national groups 
and giving them favored treatment toward this end, the Nazi 
plan and practice is to arrest and turn back the cultural and ec& 
nomic life of the minorities they control. Hitler frankly envisages 
transforming the occupied regions of Europe into colonial areas 
to serve the higher "civilization" of Nazi Germany. On the other 
hand, the new peoples who entered into the Soviet Union follow- 
ing 1939 were given every opportunity for selfdevelopment a$ 
enjoyed full democratic representation in the All-Soviet legisla- 
tive bodies on an equal basis with the republics that had been 
part of the U. S. S. R. from-the start. 



3. A Socialiqed Economy Operated 
for Use 

SOVIET RUSSIA 

IN the Soviet Union, while there still exists an infinitesimal 
percentage of private enterprise, the land, the natural resources, 
the industries and the means of distribution are collectively 
owned and administered for the benefit of the people as a 
whole. The successful collectivization of agriculture, that is, 
the merging of some 25,000,000 peasant holdings into about 
250,000 big mechanized, cooperative farms, meant a far-reach- 
ing agrarian revolution in Russia fully equal in importance to 
the socialization and up-building of industry. 

The economic facilities of the Soviet Republic are operated 
for use and not for profit. The basic principle is that there 
should be no exploitation of the labor of others. The chief 
goals of the economic system are the provision to every indi- 
vidual of more and more consumers' goods, that is, personal 
property like clothes, houses, furniture and automobiles; and 
the development of those state and community enterprises 
which make for the well-being of the entire population. 

The citizens of Soviet Russia work, not with the motive of 
piling up personal fortunes, but in order to achieve a life of 
security, abundance and beauty for themselves and for the 
community as a whole. In place of the profit motive in the 
U. S .  S. R. there is the motto, "Each for all and all for each." 
And the fundamental economic forces support and encourage 
the more social-minded motivations, instead of contradicting 
and counteracting them. 



3. A Monopolist Economy Rlwl 
for Profits 

NAZI GERMANY 

THERE has been no basic change in property relations in 
Nazi Germany, since the main means of production and dip 
tribution are still in the hands of individual capitalists, whether 
we consider industry, agriculture, banking, or any other sec- 
tion of the economy. The decisive economic power in the na- 
tion is wielded by a small group of reactionary businessmen, in 
particular the armament monopolists. Economic enterprise is 
undeniably run for profits and super-profits at the expense of 
the weliking of the people as a whole. 

That sure sign and indubitable symbol of a capitalist order, 
the Stock Exchange, functions in its accustomed manner in the 
heart of Berlin. 

Though state controls are more extensive in the fascist nations 
than in other capitalist lands, these controls are exercised largely 
on behalf of the armament and heavy-industry capitalists and 
the large land-owners. Such controls have in no sense over- 
come, but on the contrary have intensified, the fundamental 
contradictions inherent in the fascist economies. 

In order to deceive the German people and to exploit what- 
ever anti-capitalist feeling ,exists among them, Hider has from 
the beginning used the demagogic slogan of "National So- 
cialism." / 

But the Nazis' ersatz "socialism" resembles true socialism 
about as much as the Fuehrer's literary style does Shakespeare. 

C 



Socialist Planning for Abundanci 

SOVIET RUSSIA , 

I 
DEMOCRATICALI,Y administered socialist planning in Soviet 1- 3 
Russia has for its aim the achievement of a life of security 
and abundance for all of the people. Since the start of the Five- 
Year Plans in 1928,' the standard of living has risen rapidly 
throughout the U. S. S. R, with socialism becLming success- 
fully and solidly established in every sphere of the economy. 

During the Second Five-Year Plan, 1933-37, consumers' 
goods and producers' wages more than doubled. The volume 
of industrial output rose to 800 per cent above 1913 and became 
second onlv to that of the United States. The harvests in this 
period were the largest in the country's history. Famine and 
the threat of famine, for centuries the major economic evil in 
old Russia, have become merely bad memories. 

The greatest triumph of Soviet planning is that through its 
controls over production, qoney, wages and prices, it is able to 
keep production and consumption in harmony by ensuring 
that the people always have the purchasing power to buy back 
the goods they produce. Through this means depression and 
unemployment appear to have been permanently abolished 
in the U. S. S. R. And the Constitution takes the unpreceden- 
ted step of guaranteeing a job and material security to everyone. 

In the first three years of the Third Five-Year Plan, which 
extends through 1942, industrial production increased 44 per 
cent, with pay-rolls expanding about the- same degree. If 
1929, the last precrisis year of capitalism, is taken as 100, So- 
viet production had in 1940 reach;d 534, as compared with a 
figure af 111 for the United States. Had the Soviet Union not 
9 



4. Todalitarian Planning for War 

NAZI GERMANY 

WHATEVER degree of planning exists kithin Nazi Germany 
is planning for the express purpose of a ,ming the nation and 
preparing for continued aggression. This 1 means in effect plan- 
ning for poverty as well as for war, since thk workers are expected 
and required to subordinate their whole existence to the needs 
of the state for enhanced military resources. ,Living standards and 
real wages in Germany, Italy and Japan 'have in fact steadily 
declined. Due to this and to the programs of longer hours and 
industrial speed-up the health of the people under fascism increas- 

I' 
ingl y deteriorates. 

The foreign  trade of the Nazi state is of course adjusted en- 
tirely to its tremendous armaments program, with General Goer- 
ing's famous phrase, "Cannon instead of butter," as the basic 
slogan. Since the outbreak of the war there has been a further 
sharp reduction in the quantity and quality of food available to 
the German people, while in the conquered countries millions 
are faced with starvation. - 

A recent siory in PM on conditions ib GernGny stated: 
"Shortage of food has added to the restlessness engendered by 
the war. Meat rations have been cut from 'a pound a week to 
three-fifths of a pound. The ordinary civilian cannot even get 
his full ration of bread. The loot from the 'countries the Nazis 
have previously conquered has been eaten up. . . ." 

The intense industrial activity and lack of unemployment in 
the Third Reich are pridarily due to the stimulus of armaments 
and war and do not indicate any lasting way out of fundamental 
economic difficulties. The armaments boom, piling up ever more 

tT 



SOVIET RUSSIA 

been compelled to put so much energy into defense production, 
its consumer standard of living would have ri&n much higher 
even than it has. The general efficiency of Soviet economic 
organization and its ability to turn out the products of mod- 
'ern technology have been shown dramatically in the hard hit- 
ting mechanized warfare of the Soviet army, utilizing vast 
quantities of airplanes, tanks and motorized equipment against 
the highly developed Nazi military machine. 



NAZI GERMANY 

astronomical figures of public debt, cannot of course continue in- 
definitely. And the war its&, while temporarily driving into the 
background some of the long-range economic problems, daily 
makes those problems less susceptible of ultimate solution and 
creates new ones of catastrophic proportions. Whether there is 
war or peace, a sure day of reckoning awaits the Fascist econ- 
omies and those who have driven than to the brink of ruin. 



J. The Expansion of Trade Unions 

SOVIET RUSSIA 

A FAR larger proportion of workers in Soviet Russia are mem- 
bers of trade unions than in any other country. Out of a working 
population of 28,000,000 eligible for membership, about 25,000,000 
belong to one of the 166 different unions. Membership is volun- 
tary. 

Labor protection is more highly developed in the U. S. S. R. 
than anywhere else in the world. A seven-hour day has been the 
rule in industry, with a six-hour day for some forms of heavier 
labor. In 1940, however, owing to the war danger, the working 
day was generally lengthened by one h ~ u r .  And other measures 
were enacted to stimulate production. 

While Soviet industries are publicly owned, the trade unions 
carry on regular collective bargaining with the managements of 
factories and other enterprises over wages, hours, and working 
conditions. 

Since iq a socialist society economic well-being and sgurity 
of every individual is a universally acknowledged right and 
since the old classes, together with the class struggle, have been 
done away with, there is no great difficulty in arriving at satis- 
factory trade union agreements. 

Hence the Soviet trade unions are free to put much of their 
energy into educational and administrative work. Thus they 
have full responsibility for social insurance benefits which so sub- 
stantially supplement wage income in the U. S. S. R. And they 
are active in various community enterprises such as maintenance 
of factory restaurants and recreation and cultural centers. 



. The Destrzitction of Trade ~ n z o n ~  

NAZI GERMANY , 

ONE of the first steps which the Nazi regime took was to dc- 
I 

stroy the trade. unions, root and branch. This is due to the fact 
that the individual cmployer under fascism wishes to be able to 
exploit the workers according to his own free, profit-motivated 
will; and to the fact that the state, representing the dominant 
business groups as a whole, wishes to go ahead with its arma- 
ment and aggression programs unhampered by any sort of oppo- 
sition from the working class. 

In place of the old trade unions, most of whose leaders are 
dead or in concentration camps, Hitler and his followers have set 
up fake workers' organizations with control from the top down 
and with democratic procedures as completely absent as in the 
nation at large. 

The Nazi dictatorship, furthermore, has destroyed not only 
the trade unions, but- all types of political, economic and cultural 
organizations that offered any possibility of united resistance on 
the part of the people to totalitarian rule. 

Increased speed-up and. under-nourishment since the war be- 
gan have brought German workers to a point of exhaustion that 

- 
has meant a rapid deterioration in production. Immediately 
a£ter the wai began, the working day was lengthened from 
eight hours to ten, which is exceeded in some industries. War 
time wages are lower than pre-war and prices of necessities 
higher. It is estimated that the state-automatically takes 29 
per cent' - of workers' wages through deductiongmade by the 
employer. Cultural opportunities are practically nil. 



6. The Emanczpation of Women 

SOVIET RUSSIA 

IT was Lenin who said that no nation can be free until a whole 
half of the population, "the working woman, enjoys equal rights 
with men and until she is no longer kept a slave by her house- 
hold and family." This idea has become a basic principle in the 
Soviet Union and has been written into the Constitution as fol- 
lows: "Women in the U. S. S. R. are accorded equal rights with 
men in all spheres of economic, state, cultural, social, and politi- 
cal life. The realization of these rights of women is ensured by 
affording women equally with men the right to work, payment 
for work, rest, social insurance and education; and by state pro- 
tection of the interests of mother and child, pregnancy leave with 
pay, and the provision of a wide network of maternity homes, 
nurseries and kindergartens." 

It is significant that 38 per cent of the students in Soviet higher 
educational institutions are of the female sex; and that as of 1940, 
20 per cent of the deputies in the All-Union Supreme Congress 
of Soviets were women as compared with 2 per cent in the Brit- 
ish House of Commons and 1 per cent in the U. S. Congress. 

Meanwhile the rising living standards in Soviet Russia as well 
as the growing limitations on domestic drudgery and male tyran- 
ny have served to strengthen the unity of the home and to make 
its life richer and more harmonious. 

Soviet women have continued to function splendidly in all 
sorts of defense work since the Nazi invasion began; and have 
been able, because of their previous opportunilties and training, to 
take over millians of jobs in field and factory formerly performed 
by men called to the front. 



6. The Degradation of Women 

NAZI GERMANY 

IN Nazi Germany there has been a decided intensification oL 
the traditional view of the ruling class male that women are 
inferior beings and fit only for the well-known trinity of "Kuche, 
Kirche, Kinder" (Kitchen, Church, Children). Family life 
centers around the needs and desires of the male partner and 

, the breeding of children to augment the fighting man-power of 
the war-making state. The fascist dictators, while crying out one 
day that their people are being suffocated from lack of space, 
urge on the next the bearing of more and more children, so 
that their governments can proceed with further blackmail on 
the specious plea of Rover-population." 

At the same time women are dismissed or barred from all im- 
portant governmental posts and are automatically paid lower 
wages than men in the limited types of positions open to them. 
Women are literally regarded as cattle, and used for breeding 
purposes or slave labor as the Nazis require. It is compulsory 
for all unmarried women under 25 and for all women wishing 
to enter general employment to put in a year of labor service 
on farms or in households. 

The declining living standards and terrific tensions under 
fascism naturally react adversely on the home, as the material 
and psychological prerequisites for wholesome domestic life 
contract and wither away. And every family looks forward with 
dread to the fateful day when the name of a beloved son or father 
appears on the Fuehrer's mounting lists of dead and wounded-at 
this writing well over the six-million mark. 



7 .  An Unprecedented Advance of CgZtare 

SOVIET RUSSIA 

CULTURAL expansion and development in Soviet Russia have 
gone hand in hand with material progress and have been just as 
striking. The ultimate goal in the U. S. S. R. is to build, upon 
the foundations of economic security and equilibrium, a culture 
of Socialist Humanism unequalled in both qualitative achieve- 
ment and the proportion of the people participating as creators 
and sharers. 

Art and literature, drama and music, no longer the private 
property of a small minority at the top, have become the posses- 
sion of the entire Soviet people. Illiteqcy has decreased to 
about 17 per cent of the population as compared with the more 
than 70 per cent figured£ 1913; the number of children in pri- 
mary and secondary schools ,has increased from 8,000,000 to 
30,000,000, and the total students in a greatly expanded system 
of higher educational institutions has grown five times over. As 
of 1938 there were 550,000 such students in the Soviet Union as 
compared with an aggregate of 416,000 in the comparable insti- 
tutions of Britain, France, Germany, Italy and Japan put together. 

One of the main aims of Soviet education is to break down 
the age-long separation between theory and practice; to turn 
out citizens of the new society who "act as men of thought" and 
"think as men of action." Recent stress on vocational training 
and guidance and the opening of the State Labor Reserve 

. schools, which train 800,000 youths a year in highly skilled jobs, 
is an important factor in achieving this end: This has acco-m- 
panied the establishment of limited tuition fees in higher 
education to increase the general fund for education. This step 



7 The Debmement of CtzZtatre a 

NAZI GERMANY 

I THE retrogression of culture in book-burning, art-killing, 
i genius-banishing Nazi Germany is a truism .of this era. The 
crisis in economic and political affairs is naturally reflected in the 
cultural realm. As more and more- economic resources and 
human energies of the nation go into the preparation and 
waging of war, less and less is available for cultural activities. 
From 116,154 university students in Germany in 1932-33, there 

1 was a decline to '67,082 in 1936-37, and to 53,753 in 1937-38, repre- 
1 senting a loss of 42.2 per cent of the student body for 1936-37 and 
of 53.7 per cent for 1937-38. 

1 In Nazi Germany there is hardly one outstanding world 
. 

figure in art or literature who has not fled the country, been ex- 
iled or thrown into prison. It goes without saying that there is 
no place in Hitler's Reich for the numerous German artists and 
writers of note who are of Jewish origin. And the Nazi "civiliz: 
ers" ban even the work of Jews long dead, such as the syrnpho- 
nies of Mendelssohn and the poems of Heine. 

Under fascism the whole of education from the tenderest 
1 years to the more mature, from physical training to reading in the 
I classics, is turned into the glorification of military conquest and 

the attuning of mind and M y  to the ferocities of war. The 
I finer qualities of youth as well as those of maturity are hitched 
to the bloody chariot of conquest; and the appreciation of nature 
is transformed into a study of military strategy in open country. 

Since Nazism is antidemocratic in its very essence, there is 
no room where it rules for such a thing as cultural democracy. 
The masses of the people are viewed as innately inferior and 
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has served to increase scholarship standards since stipends are 
continued for those with higher g;ades, and in practice has led 
to a further expansion of educational facilities. 

The Third Five-Year Plan aims to make formal education 
compulsory for everyone up to eighteen, an advance unique 
among the nations of the world. The cultural awakening has 
extended to tens of millions of formerly ignorant and illiterate 
peasants as well as to the once backward minority groups. The 
masses of the Soviet people have become voracious readers, with 
newspapers, magazines, pamphlets and books being printed and 
circulated in billions of copies. In 1938, the Soviet Union pub- 
lished 40,000 titles with a circulation of 692,700,000. Books are 
published in more than 70 languages of the peoples of the 
Soviet Union, thus indicating to what a large extent special 
efforts are made on behalf of the different national and racial 
minorities. Ten day festivals of the arts of the different Soviet 
peoples have been outstanding features of the cdtural season in 
the nation's capital. 
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incapable of developing the mental capacity or aesthetic sense to 
appreciate the higher intellectual and artistic pursuits In con- 
trast with the Soviet aim of bringing to flower all the best possi- 
bilities of the individual and encouraging a many-sided person- 
ality, the fascists subordinate every skill and potentiality of their 
people to the belligerent designs of the state. 

Thomas Mann, introducing Erika Mann's "School for Bar- 
barians," wrote : 

"Is it not indeed a pathetic delusion, that a people who have 
put themselves or been put in the position of the German people 
today could ever conquer anything? A people intellectually 
debased and impoverished, morally degraded-and they expect 
to conquer the earth! . . . It is an open secret that German - 

science is deteriorating, that Germany is falling behind in all 
the domains of the intellect. The process will go irresistibly on, 
it will be irretrievably consummated in fact, if the sort of people 
who have the say today are given enough time to put into execu- 
tion their malignant program of national 'fitness'." 



8. Science in the Service of the 
People 

SOVIET RUSSIA 

THE most basic educational aim 6£ all in the Soviet Union is 
to tach the people the £acts and methods of modern experimental 
science. In every sphere of activity and in every part of the 
country scientific truths and procedures are replacing the super- 
stitions of old-time religion and of outworn socialeconomic the- 
ory. The number of professional scientists has gone up from 
3,000 to 40,000 since tsarist days. 

The system of socialist planning turns the whole nation into 
- one huge laboratory in which, because of the central controls, 

scientific experiments of unparalleled scope can be carried on. 
Soviet science is geared to the service of the people and does not 
have a prior obligation to the cause of profit, war or anything 
else. At the same time Soviet scientists are thoroughly awake to 
the need of "pure" research more or less remote from immediate 
utilitarian pressures. Outstanding achievements of Soviet science 
are the magnificent, countrywide system of public health, the 
exploration of the Arctic regions and the non-stop airplane flights 
to the North American continent. 

The philosophical counterpart of Soviet science is the Marxist 
philosophy of Dialectical Materialism, which has a world-view 
opposed to all supernaturalism and one that offers the individual 
an inclusive and integrated way of life. 



8. Science Perverted to the Uses of War 
agd Racism 

NAZI GERMANY 

GERMAN science, once unrivalled in the entire world, has sunk 
under the reign of Adolf Hitler to the status of humble hand- 
maiden to thegods of war and the Goebbelses of racist propaganda. 
In the important field of industrial technique and invention fascist 
science in all the totalitarian countries is primarily concerned 
with speeding up and making more efficient the machine of ag- 
gression. In Nazi Germany one of the chief aims of scientific 
activity is to discover ways and means of making ever more 
numerous ersatz goods, that is, substitute products for the genu- 
ine article which can no longer be manufactured because the 
necessary materials have been commandeered for military pur- 
poses or cut off3n account of the war blockade. 

The sciences of biology, psychology and sociology must , - all 
prove the mystic Nazi doctrine of pure and impure races, of the 
superiority of "Aryans," of the alldecisive influence of heredity 
and the unimportance of environment. The result is a pseudo- 
scientific mumbo-jumbo on a level with the eerie superstitions of 
the most primitive tribe. 

The fascists in general retain the misleading, compensatory 
myths of supernaturalism. Those of them who turn against 
Christian theory substitute for it ancient tribal superstition like 
the Wotan-worship of certain Nazi elements. 



9 .  - E vollction . Toward . Fulle~t 

SOVIET RUSSIA 

THE Soviet Republic has always considered political dictator- 
ship as a transiti&al measure necessary for the firm establish- 
m e n t . ~ £  socialism in a country emerging from a backward past 
and from an absolute autocracy in which practically no genuine 
democratic institutions existed. The Soviet dictatorship disap- 
pears as the need for it disappears. As Joseph Stalin has said, 
"Leaders come and go, but the people remain. Only the people 
are immortal. Everything else is transient." 

The new Soviet Constitution of 1936 reflected the immense 
progress that had been made in laying the necessary economic 
and cultural foundations of democracy. The epoch-making 
"Rights of Man" in this Constitution promises to all Soviet citi- 
zens employment at fair wages, ample leisure, and material 
security in sickness and old age. The Constitution makes clear 
that the socialist concept of democracy covers the significant 
categories of economic, cultural, sex and racial democracy. In 
addition, it gives the franchise to all persons of both sexes eight- 
een years of age or more; and guarantees by law freedom of 
religious worship, of speech, of the press, of assembly and of 
street demonstrations. 

The Soviet Union has introduced a number of new demo- 
cratic forms which implement the law. Through shop meetings 
and wall newspapers, the Soviet citizen exercises his democratic 
rights at the place where he works; through tenants' meetings 
at the place where he lives. Through production and planning 
conferences he takes part in the democratic control of expanding 



9. Democra~y Considered Patrzd 

NAZI GERMANY 

MUSSOLINI'S statement that democracy is "a putrid corpse" 
can be taken as expressing accurately the fascist attitude toward 
the democratic way of life. The fascists intend that their dicta- 
torship should go on forever; Hitler talks of the Nazi form of 
government lasting at least a thousand years. And in fascist 
theory there is no thought of, or provision for, an ultimate trans- 
ition to democracy. 

As the totalitarian states mature and their political forms 
crystallize, they become increasingly undemocratic and anti- 
democratic in nature, stamping out more and more completely 
a11 elements and organizations which might serve as a rallying 
point for democratic expression and action. This is why the Nazis 
have constantly violated religious freedom and borne down heav- 
ily on both Protestants and Catholics, throwing thousands of min- 
isters and priests into jail. No one can possibly take seriously 
Saint Adolf's claim that in waging war against the U. S. S. R., 
where the Greek Orthodox Church is holding services through- 
out the land in support of the Soviet armies, he is conducting a 
Holy Crusade to save Christianity and religion. 

The Nazis are so bent on stamping out the idea of democracy 
that they consider the existence of democratic governments in 
othek lands an intolerable menace and only slightly less deplor- 
able than Bolshevism itself. Hence they wish to bring about 
the downfall of the democracies, not only in order to redivide 
their territories, but also to suppress all traces of the democratic 
ideal in the world. 



production and improving quality. Members of the collective 
farms plan their own activities and choose the farm management. 
Through numerous cultural organizations the people mold their 
culture and art. And they subject Soviet life in general and their 

- own work in particular to constant criticism and selfcriticism. 
As the Webbs say in their "Soviet Communism: A New 

Civilization" : 
"It is impossible to enumerate all the channels, and it would 

be difficult to exaggerate the extent, of the participation in pub- 
lic affairs of the Sovia electorate. . . . 9s 
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It is significant to note that Nazi Germany not only has no 
constitution; but tore up the advanced and progressive Weimar 
Constitution of the post-war Republic. - 

Hitler fully revealed his purpose to the Reich Commissioners 
on July 6, 1933 when he said: ". . . We must now get rid of 
the last remains of democracy, especially the methods of voting 
and of the decisions by the majority, such as still often occur in a 

the communes, in economic organizations and in working 
99 / >. > : *Lf$3 ;phF& -Vr  "- ' committees. . . . %$f 5 " ~ l l i i  



10. A Nation in Which ~iviti~atation 
- Moves Steadily Ahead 

SOVIET RUSSIA 
s 

EMERGING from a backward, semi-feudal economy in which 
85 per cent of the population were,backward, primitive-minded 

from a tsarist dictatorship outstanding in reaction, in- 
dciency and corruption, and from eight devastating years of 
the Great War, civil war, intervention and famine all combined, 
the Soviet people have built, in a little more than two decades, 
a new and promising civilization based on socialist foundations 
in economics and culture. This socialist society is certainly no 
Utopia, and it has a long distance to go in many respects. But its 
main problems are those of growth and not decay. And unques- 
tionably in the ways that we call ciwilized the Soviet Union con- 
tinues to forge steadily ahead. 



I o. A N d g i o n  Which Moves Ciuili~~tion 
Steadily Backward 

NAZI GERMANY 

THROUGHOUT most of 'Europe the hazis have set back the 
clock of history and the people into a new Dark ~ ~ e .  - 

Hitlerism decrees the end of almost everything that civilized men 
hold dear. It means unceasing violence, in both domestic and 
foreign affairs; it means war and imperialism and the roar of 
bombers overhead; it means- the erection of racial and national 
prejudice into a major principle of government; it means the 
death of democrqcy and labor's rights, of civil liberties and aca- 
demic freedom; it means the burning of the books and the degra- 
dation of culture; it means a decline in living standards and the 
permanence of economic crisis. Unquestionably, under fascism, 
in its every variety, civilization goose-steps steadily backward. 



CONCLUSION 

THIS concludes our analysis of the chief differences in practice 
and aim between Soviet Socialism and German fascism. To sum 
up, Soviet Russia differs from Nazi Germany in standing for the 
ideal of international peace and cooperation; in advocating and 
putting into effect a free brotherhood of peoples; in being a com- 
pletely socialized economy run for use and not for profit; i r ~  - 
planning a system of security and abundance for its entire popu- 
lat'ion; in strengthening and expanding the trade unions; in ' 

emancipating woman; in advancing art and culture; in further- 
ing science on behalf of the people; in evolving toward fullest 
democracy; and in making steady progress in'the most funda- 
mental aspects of civilization. 

In today's armed conflict between Soviet Russia and Nazi Ger- 
many there are, then, clearly involved many of those basic issues 
that mean so much to Americans and other democratic peoples. 
As Prime Minister Churchill said in one of'his magnificent 
speeches: "The Russian danger is our danger and the danger of 
the United States, just as the cause of any Russian fighting for 
his hearth and home is the cause of free men and free people in 
every quarter of the globe." This is why the British Government 
as well as the various governments-in-exile of the Nazi-conquered 
eountries have made mutual assistance pacts with Soviet Russia 
and definitely declared it an ally in the struggle to crush Hitler 
and Hitlerism. 

For America, too, especially since it has become involved in 
outright war with Germany, Italy and Japan, the Soviet Union 
is- a full-fledged partner in the world-wide battle against fascism. 
Furthermore, American-Soviet cooperation must continue after 
the defeat of the Axis powers in order to deal successfulIy with 
those great problems of international re~j~nstruction that will then - 
face the whole of mankind. This time America and its Allies, 
including Soviet Russia, must win the peace as well as the war. 
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quires a constantly developing program dGected to the imme- 
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Today, the A m e r i k  Council on Soviet Relations holds that 
its basic purpose requires the following program of action: 

1. The immediate opening of a Second Front in-Europe. 

2. An immediate declaration of war against Finland: on the 
grounds that Finland- is clearly under fascist domination, is 
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our Soviet ally. 

3. Trade union unity between the organized labor movements 
of the United States, Great Britain and the Soviet Union. 

4. A systematic presentation of facts to the American people 
about the Soviet Union so as to build confidence in our 
Soviet ally, both in war and in peace. 

THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON SOVIET RELATIONS 
1 12 East 19th Street New York, N. Y. 
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